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Abstract
Objective: Currently, next generation sequencing (NGS) is widely used to decode potential novel or variant
pathogens both in emergent outbreaks and in routine clinical practice. However, the e�cient identi�cation
of novel or diverged pathogenomic compositions remains a big challenge. It is especially true for short
DNA sequence fragments from NGS, since sequence similarity searching is vulnerable to false negatives
or false positives, as mismatching or matching with unrelated proteins. Therefore, this study aimed to
establish a bioinformatics approach that can generate unique motif sequences for pro�ling searching,
resulting in high speci�city and sensitivity.

Results: In this study, we introduced a shortest unique representative hidden Markov model (HMM)
approach to identify bacterial toxin, virulence factor (VF), and antimicrobial resistance (AR) in short
sequence reads. We �rst construct unique representative domain sequences of toxin genes, VFs, and ARs
to avoid potential false positives, and then to use HMM models to accurately identify potential toxin, VF,
and AR fragments. The benchmark shows this approach can achieve relatively high speci�city and
sensitivity if the appropriate cutoff value is applied.
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Tables
Table 1. Summary of SurHMM generated in this study

Type Pro�les

Neurotoxin 61

Shiga_toxin 10

Choliz_toxin 8

Clostridium_perfringens toxin 21

Staphylococcal_toxin 74

Total virulence factors 86136

Total antimicrobial resistance 3237
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Figure 1

SurHMM approach creates Shortest Unique Representative Hidden Markov Model (SurHMM) for protein
families of interest �rst, then identi�es markers in targeted genomes and metagenomes by scanning
predicted open reading frames or six-frame translation of given nucleotide reads. Drawing inspired from
[7].


